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With CloudLabs Virtual STEM 
learning is much more fun!

Multiplataform

400 Laboratory practices



Classroom Manager 

The CloudLabs Classroom Manager is an information 
system which facilitates the management of the 
learning results obtained by the students as they 

complete the laboratory practices, enabling teachers 
to automatically collect the grades and laboratory

reports of their students enrolled in different groups.

Some characteristics of the
CloudLabs® Classroom Manager are:

• It allows teachers to closely follow students’ results and progress.
• The laboratory practice reports generated by the students as they 
  use the CloudLabs simulators are sent automatically.
• The teacher has the possibility of adding additional evaluations and
  observations of the practices completed by students according to their 
  own criteria.
• The teacher may consult the progress of an individual or group of
  students.
• It generates grade reports per student or per group.
• It encourages healthy competition through class and school ranking lists.

CloudLabs Academy 

CloudLabs Academy is a CloudLabs STEM platform 
for teachers, where they will have access to video 
tutorials, learning units and step-by-step guides 

on the procedures to follow in the development of 
the labs, which will allow them to get the maximum 

potential of CloudLabs virtual STEM.

Access guides in seconds.
Access video tutorials, learning guides and 
statistics which will help you give feedback 

and use CloudLabs to its full potential.



CloudLabs provides different simulators 
designed to facilitate learning in the areas of:
• Biology
• General Chemistry
• Analytical Chemistry
• Physics
• Sensors and actuators
• Process Control
• Secondary Mathematics
• Middle Mathematics
• Agriculture

• Biotechnology
• Simple machines and      
  mechanisms
• Electronics
• Microcontrollers
• Robotics
• Electrical Networks
• Programmable controllers
• Electricity

17 AREAS

Biology

CloudLabs Biology is designed to understand natural 
phenomena, it includes cell and tissue scale models, 

terrestrial and aquatic biomes, a microscope, a holoprojector 
to study the universe, a bio-camera, and an anatomical 

model of the human body for the comprehensive study of its 
systems, among others. 

9 Learning 
units

Ecosystems, Photosynthesis, Human 
body, Genetics, Microbiology, Cells 
and tissues, Soils, Earth and space 

sciences, Microbiology.

43 
simulations

Types of ecosystems, Digestive 
system, Circulatory system, Rh 

and blood groups, Cell types, Soil 
characterization, Solar system, among 

others.

VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/555951163/d7830702ee


Programmable
Controllers

CloudLabs Programmable Automata allows the study of automation systems 
using a programmable logic controller (PLC) in various environments in order 
to automate processes, there is a station of sensors and actuators, an electro 
pneumatic station, three-dimensional plants of a road crossing, an elevator, 

process tanks, hydraulic actuators, sensors and electric actuators.
The automation processes implemented in this area are done in graphical 

language Grafcet (stage/transition command graph) and Ladder (ladder). This area 
has 20 simulations (10 for each programming language), which are free practices 

that allow the realization of an infinite number of automatisms.

3 
Ladder programming,

Plant and process control and 
Programming with 

Grafcet.

11 
simulations

Ladder Programmer, Plant for 
automation of a road crossing,

Elevator automation plant, 
among others.

Learning 
units

Physics

CloudLabs Physics promotes learning through experimentation 
and verification of the laws of physics. It includes laboratory 

equipment such as oscilloscopes, multimeters, vectors, lenses, 
mirrors, light sources, voltage sources, photoelectric sensors, 

timers, thermometers, air rail, cargo lifters, emitters and receivers 
for different types of waves, among many more. 

11 
Kinematics, Dynamics, Electricity, 
Statics, Fluids, Simple harmonic 

motion, Waves, Optics, 
Thermodynamics, Work, energy and 

power, Vectors.

44 
simulations

Vector summation, Temperature 
scales, Serial electric circuit, Light 

scattering and synthesis, Spherical 
mirrors, Sound waves, Pascal’s 

principle, among others.

Learning 
units

VIDEOVIDEO

https://vimeo.com/555951422/2387cd95ca
https://vimeo.com/561393149


General Chemistry

CloudLabs General Chemistry allows the student to carry 
out safe and environmentally friendly experimentation 

from a virtual laboratory environment, simulating the use of 
various reagents, glassware, heating plates, stoves, granatary 

balances, pH meters, pressure gauges, thermometers, 
breathalyzers, bioreactors, distillation tower and many more. 

Fundamentals of chemistry, Matter, PH and 
Titrations, Calorimetry, Gases, Chemical 

reactions, Separation of mixtures, Alkanes, 
alkenes and alkynes, Anhydrides, esters, 

amides, amine and nitriles.

50 
simulations

States of matter, Concentration of a 
solution, Solubility, Chemical bonds, 

Chemical reactions, Simple distillation, 
Filtration, Decantation, Evaporation, 

among others.

Learning 
units10 

CloudLabs Analytical Chemistry allows the student to carry 
out safe and environmentally friendly experimentation from a 
virtual laboratory environment, simulating the use of various 

reagents, glassware, heating plates, stoves, granatary balances, 
pH meters, pressure gauges, thermometers, breathalyzers, 

bioreactors, distillation tower and many more. 

5 
Separation of components in 
mixtures, Chromatography, 

Stoichiometry, Volumetry, Organic 
analysis.

20 
simulations

Types of ecosystems, Digestive 
system, Circulatory system, Rh 

and blood groups, Cell types, Soil 
characterization, Solar system, 

among others.

Learning 
units

Analytical Chemistry

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/555954134/87c435ae04
https://vimeo.com/558190517/a96c0c0a2c


 In CloudLabs Secondary Mathematics, the student can 
carry out simulations addressing topics such as: operations, 
numbering, divisibility, decimals, fractions, proportionality, 

statistics, geometry, polygons, algebra, systems of 
equations, radicals, functions and geometry of space.

49 
simulations

Geometric toy, 2 x 2 equation system, 
Analysis of archaeological pieces, 
Tangram, Fractions, Percentages, 

Decimals, Proportions, among others.

Operations, Numeration, Divisibility, 
Statistics, Polygons, Geometry, 

Decimals, Fractions, Proportionality, 
Algebra, Equations, Radicals, 

Functions, Geometry of space.9 Learning 
units

Secondary 
Mathematics

CloudLabs Middle Mathematics offers various topics such 
as: triangle, trigonometric ratios, trigonometric functions, 
trigonometric equations and identities, straight line, conic 
sections, matrices, determinants, real numbers, functions, 
limits, derivatives, integrals, probability and financial math.

48 
simulations

Trajectory of an asteroid, Transforming 
mechanical energy into electrical 

energy, Decrypting the coordinates, 
London Bridge Rescue, among others.

Triangle, Trigonometric ratios,
Trigonometric functions, Equations, 

Trigonometric identities, Straight line, Conic 
sections, Matrices and determinants, Real 
numbers, Functions, Limits, Derivatives, 

Integrals, Probability and Financial 
mathematics.

12 Learning 
units

Middle
 Mathematics

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/555951541/f346374854
https://vimeo.com/555951329/96c4b537f4


 Process Control

CloudLabs Process Control recreates commercial and industrial 
environments such as production and processing plants, 

temperature control systems for automation and protection 
systems, regulators and controllers. It allows students to explore, 

take samples and analyze data, characterize plants, apply different 
types of controls such as on/off, proportional and PID; facilitating a 

meaningful and complete learning of industrial process control.

12 
simulations

Measurement and monitoring of 
variables, Quality of a mixture, 

Protection systems and regulators, 
Controllers, On/off control for 
temperature, among others.

Sampling and data analysis, 
Protection systems, regulators and 
controllers, Temperature control, 

Level control.4 Learning 
units

Sensors and actuators

CloudLabs Sensors and Actuators allow students to study the input and 
output elements for the operation of an electronic system, in an innovative 
and contextualized way, using real life industrial applications. The available 

scenarios include: lines of production and packaging, metal casting furnaces, 
and cutting machines, using the necessary instruments such as power supplies, 

multimeters, motors, thermocouples, and transducers, among others. In this 
area, the student learns to identify the different types of sensors and actuators, 
their characteristics and to make the appropriate connections of these elements 
to solve the different challenges proposed, where the student is the protagonist.

15 
simulations

Temperature sensors, Load cells, 
Position sensors, Characterization of 

thermocouples, AC motor control, 
Pneumatic actuators, among others.

Transducers, Digital sensors, Analog 
sensors, Actuators and control 

elements.4 Learning 
units

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/561392645
https://vimeo.com/555951658/d0a9d27f06


Agriculture

CloudLabs Agriculture facilitates the student’s learning 
experience with a virtual environment, through simulations 
that allow the construction of chapel, tunnel and elliptical 

greenhouses with different roof options, heating and cooling 
systems. There are drip irrigation systems, aspersion and 

fogging, tillage and agrosystems, among others. 

6 
Agrosystems, Agricultural land, Greenhouse 

structures and coverings, Irrigation 
and fertigation control in greenhouses, 

Seedbeds and cultivation techniques, Crop 
administration and management.

23 
simulations

Crop associations and rotations, Crop 
production arrangements, Tillage, 
Operation of agricultural tools and 
planting materials, among others.

Learning 
units

Biotechnology

CloudLabs Biotechnology offers a complete laboratory with all of the 
equipment and supplies necessary to carry out in vitro cultures and 
genetic improvement of plants, in these laboratories, students can 

carry out procedures for the preparation of Murashige and Skoog (MS) 
media, seeding and incubation of explants and comparisons between 
various treatments for explant growth, bacterial transformation and 

plant transgenesis in modern laboratory environments.

2 In vitro cultures and
Genetic improvement of plants.

8 
simulations

Preparation of culture media,
Sowing and incubation of explants,

Comparison of treatments in explant 
growth, among others.

Learning 
units

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/561393585
https://vimeo.com/558199655/d07537e9e2


Electronics

CloudLabs Electronics offers the possibility of studying the basics 
of electronics in an innovative, safe and dynamic way; including logic 
gates, Boolean algebra, combinational systems and sequential logic; 

recreating striking scenarios and situations in real contexts, where the 
student can interact with simulations, accompanied by learning units. In 
the simulations, it is possible to interact with equipment such as voltage 
sources, logic tips, switches, indicator lights, motors, counters, flip-flops, 

and converters, among other electronic elements.

2 
Combinational gates

 and systems, and 
Sequential logic.

9 
simulations

Flip - flops, Counters,
Displacement registers,
AD and DA converters,

 among others.

Learning 
units

Electricity

CloudLabs Electricity recreates scenarios for the study 
of motor control and analysis of electrical circuits. The 

student will learn about the characteristics and operation 
of induction motors, analyze circuits by mesh and nodes 

methods, and perform the reduction of circuits using 
Thevenin and Norton methods.

3 Motor control,
AC circuit analysis,

Electrical circuit analysis and
Electrical circuit resolution.

12 
simulations

Characteristics under load of an 
induction motor, Star-delta starter for 
an induction motor, Soft starter for an 

induction motor, among others.

Learning 
units

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/558190788/871555b21e
https://vimeo.com/558199889/9c85bd80c4


Simple machines 
   and mechanisms

CloudLabs simple machines and mechanisms recreates 
new industrial environments, integrating the necessary tools 

to study and understand the concepts related to simple 
machines, transformation and transmission of movement in 

real contexts, where the student is the protagonist. 

3 
Simple machines,

Motion Transmission 
and Motion Transformation.

17 
simulations

Rack and pinion system for the opening 
of a greenhouse roof, screw-nut system 

for a manipulator robot, worm gear 
system for a telescope, among others.

Learning 
units

Microcontrollers

CloudLabs Microcontrollers introduces the student to the extensive 
world of programming, allowing interaction with projects using a block-
structured language, which include sensors and actuators; and also, the 

implementation of home automation projects and bank lineup turns 
electronic systems, recreating real scenarios such as programming 

electronics at laboratories, a house with a home automation system 
and an office with an electronic bank lineup turn system.

2 Microcontroller applications and 
microcontroller programming.

12 
simulations

Programming of a simple alarm, Shift 
system for store, Domotic application 

for lighting control, among others.

Learning 
units

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/558191022
https://vimeo.com/558199936/9d6faceb47


Electrical networks

CloudLabs electrical networks recreates scenarios for the 
experimentation and study of substations, potential transformers and 
current transformers, voltage lines (low, medium and high), tools and 

meters, it also includes fall arrest equipment for working at heights, and 
elements of protection against electrical risk. This simulation area allows 

the student to practice maneuvers in an electrical distribution system, 
perform safe work procedures, applicability of the technical regulation of 

electrical installations and measurement systems.

3 
Measurement systems, Technical 

regulation of electrical installations (RETIE) 
in medium and low voltage, and Electrical 

maneuvers and industrial safety in 
medium and low voltage networks.

15 
simulations

Calculation of regulation and change of 
conductor, inspection of safety distances 

and structures according to RETIE, 
calculation of resistivity for the installation of 

a grounding system, among others.

Learning 
units

Robotics

CloudLabs Robotics recreates three-dimensional environments 
with polar robotic arms, five-axis arms and line trackers; facilitating 

interactive and eye-catching environments that take students to 
new captivating scenarios. Students can explore the different ways 

to program robots using a graphic block language, where they solve 
challenges of manipulation, control, storage and parts relocation.

2 Manipulators and 
Mobile robotics

11 
simulations

Programming a mobile robot for a simple 
oval circuit, Programming a mobile robot for 

an irregular circuit with obstacles, among 
others.

Learning 
units

VIDEO VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/561392154
https://vimeo.com/555951502/d7dd9beaf8

